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If you represent a Birmingham school, as a leader,
staff member or as a Governor – then you are BEP.
Established in 2013 to ensure a deeply good
education for every Birmingham child – academic,
social and civic – and to hold the increasingly
disconnected family of Birmingham schools
together, the Birmingham Education Partnership
still pursues these aims. Because the family is as
mixed as it is and the education landscape is
forever changing, it is important to understand
what it means to ‘be BEP’. Our Membership
Brochure seeks to clarify what it is to be part of
the partnership; it is an invitation to receive
maximum benefit appropriate to your school, but
more importantly it is an invitation to own BEP
and to be part of building a better Birmingham for
the benefit of all.

Each school will be either:
A Universal Member
As schools face harder times financially, and in
some cases have to pay into a central MAT pot, we
do not want anyone to think they are on the
outside of BEP because they can’t afford
membership – so universal membership is free to
every Birmingham school and gives you access to
a lot of what we offer.
Wherever we bid for money or enter into
partnerships with Health, Mental Health, the Arts,
Physical Activity and Education, Careers or Global
Education, we do it for the benefit of all and are
generally needs led. We speak up for Birmingham
schools, offer universal services, listen to the
needs of schools and engage schools in the
leadership and governance of BEP.

An Enhanced Member
It is our sincere hope that every school will take
this up for two reasons. Firstly, it saves you
money through the services and discounts that
you access. More than ever we have sought to
make Enhanced Membership a sound financial
contact that provides opportunities and services
you need, either for free or at a reduced cost.
Secondly, for every school that invests in BEP we
become stronger. You choosing this membership
signifies your active support for the BEP concept.
Membership enable us to do more for the good of
all, especially those schools that need it most.
While it might not be you this year, there is a
sense in which you are buying into an insurance
service for the time when your school does need
it more. Over time your ownership, voice, active
involvement in school to school working and
financial investment in a strong BEP is the best
way of ensuring we build collective strength in
Birmingham.
BEP is one way of designing out the trend of the
strong getting stronger and the poorest and
weakest schools remaining stuck. Ultimately, this
is about us all actively caring about all our
children.
This brochure will provide you with information
on all Enhanced Membership offers that are
available to schools this academic year.
If you would like more information, please contact
our Membership team:
claire.crawley@bep.education or
danietha.hayden@bep.education
If you would like to purchase Enhanced
Membership for the academic year 2021/22, please
visit: https://bep.education/membership/

The School Website has grown in significance over the last decade and is now seen as a vital instrument in the
effective running of a school.
There are ever increasing expectations and statutory requirements in place covering a host of different areas and
most schools are failing to meet them without realising.

theEducationCollective can not only audit your school website against all these requirements, but we will give you additional
information about the best ways to not only achieve compliance but put simple systems and procedures in place to make
sure you continue to be compliant in the future.
Our team will provide a detailed report of the different areas, including references for where all the information currently sits
on your website. They will highlight the areas that are not compliant, with the reasons why, but also indicate areas where
improvements could be made in the way information is communicated.
Our team can audit your website remotely without the need to visit the school, we do not require any information from the
school to undertake the audit so there are no forms to complete or questionnaires to fill in. Once you give us the go ahead,
within three working days we will provide you with an interactive, online report with all the information you need. Our team
will then be on hand to talk through any questions or queries you have about the report.
BEP Enhanced Members can enjoy a 20% discount.

BEP Enhanced Members get FREE unit of
work when they join NATRE
Primary Unit. YEAR GROUP: 5
What impact do people’s beliefs have in their lives? Spiritual expression.
Examples from Muslims, Sikhs and Christians.

(RRP: £15)

This unit of work enables pupils to think for themselves about personal worldviews, character and their own ideas, including with regard to:
Creating Unity and Harmony
Being Imaginative and Explorative
Being Hopeful and Visionary
Appreciating Beauty
Being Reflective and Self-Critical
Caring for Others, Animals and the Environment
Cultivating a Sense for, the Sacred and Transcendence
Being Fair and Just
Cultivating Inclusion, Identity and Belonging

Secondary Unit. YEAR GROUP: 7-9
How do people express spiritual ideas through the arts?
Examples from Muslims, Sikhs and Christians

(RRP: £15)

This unit of work enables pupils to think for themselves about personal worldviews, character and their own ideas, including with regard to:
Being Imaginative and Explorative
Creating Unity and Harmony
Appreciating Beauty
Being Hopeful and Visionary
Caring for Others, Animals and the Environment
Being Reflective and Self-Critical
Being Fair and Just
Cultivating a Sense for, the Sacred and Transcendence
Cultivating Inclusion, Identity and Belonging

Become a member and help give
geography a voice
Geographical Association membership provides specialist support and expert advice for geography
teaching, as well as the chance to connect and share with the subject community. Together, we have
real influence with government on matters that affect all teachers of geography.
Join thousands of geography teachers and become a member of the Geographical Association.
MEMBERSHIP GIVES YOU ACCESS TO:
Practical teaching resources
Expert help with the EIF and preparing for Oftsed inspections
Termly journals packed with great teaching ideas and professional advice
The latest news about geography and geography teaching
Expert advice and guidance on raising achievement in geography in your school
Discounts on training courses, conferences, publications and consultancy services
In the words of one Geographical Association member: “Being a member of the GA means that I am,
and genuinely feel, part of a community of like-minded individuals, dedicated to furthering an
understanding of the value and importance of geography.”
BEP Enhanced Members will receive a 10% discount on their first years membership.

EdVote.uk - A paperless parent governor
election solution from theEducationCollective
Undertaking a parent governor election in your school usually needs hundreds of pieces of paper to be
sent home, costing valuable time and effort to manage.
EdVote.uk is a secure, compliant and paperless solution. We provide you with virtual ballot papers that
you can share with parents electronically or, only when necessary, on paper.
Parents then visit EdVote.uk to redeem their ballot paper and place their vote.
Each ballot is unique and can only be used once, and once you have sent them out there is no counting
or tracking required – just wait for the closing date and download the results instantly.
Not only is this a more straightforward process – the feedback we get from schools is that it also
increases the number of parents who engage in the process with more ballots returned than ever
before.

The cost is normally 10p per ballot paper provided – but for BEP
Enhanced Members this is a completely free service.

Research Schools share the best available evidence from
research and support schools to understand it, apply it,
evaluate it, and bring the evidence to life in the classroom.

St Matthew's Research School offers school-based support for evidence-led practice
in the context of Birmingham.
We do this through training programmes (which all include follow up support) and
‘evidence in action events’ where we invite colleagues to see how evidenceinformed practice looks at St Matthew’s. Many of these are suitable for both primary
and secondary schools.

Our 2021/2022 CPD Programme includes:
Improving Primary Literacy
Oracy in the Early Years and Key Stage 1
Metacognition and Learning Behaviours
Improving Maths in EYFS and Key Stage 1
Making the Difference to Disadvantage
Teacher Feedback to Improve Pupil Learning

BEP Enhanced
members get
15% off training
programmes.

Putting Evidence to Work: Effective Implementation

Billesley Research School 2021/2022 CPD Programme
Making the Difference for Disadvantaged Pupils
Metacognition and Self Regulation
Reading in Early Years and Key Stage One
Making the Difference for EYFS Pupils
Physical Literacy
An online series reflecting on effective learning behaviours
Spotlight in Action Event: Phonics
Spotlight in Action Event: EYFS
Effective Implementation
Key Stage 2 and Key Stage Literacy
Making a Difference for SEND Pupils
Improving Social and Emotional Learning in Primary Schools
Teacher feedback to Improve Learning

BEP Enhanced
members get
15% off
training
programmes.

